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board quelled the misguided attempt to
censor or alter my column on Bush v.
Gore last year.
Barbara Wall’s guidance on matters
political and diplomatic has constantly
been on target and much appreciated.
Special thanks go to Lee Levine, who
really is the heart, soul, and backbone of
the Forum and has always been there to
help me with knotty problems and details from contractual disputes with our
hotels to using his skills as a gourmet
and gourmand to pick menus.
While these three past chairs have
been my kitchen cabinet, current Forum
Board members have also been extremely
helpful. Jim Borelli has been a rock solid
CFO. Jerry Birenz has spent hours working on our Internet site and, more important, our superb listserve, which whisks
news in the First Amendment area to
Forum members within minutes. I have
been helped immeasurably on the planing
and presentation of our Las Vegas program, in conjunction with National
Association of Broadcasters and Federal
Communications Bar Association, itself
an interesting political thicket, by Jerry
Fritz and this past year Guylyn
Cummins, who have helped put on superb shows.
The editors of this excellent publication also deserve appreciation and praise,
particularly Laura Stapleton who gracefully shepherded my copy through the
editorial process. And, of course, many
thanks go to Teresa Ucok and ABA staff
in Chicago who behind the scenes do
much of the work of the Forum.
Finally, a word on my successor,
Tom Kelley, who already shows signs
of being far more industrious than me.
Though we both are mustachioed graduates of Amherst College (I’m happy to
say that Tom graduated a year or two
before me), one of the nice things about
this succession is that practicewise he is
quite different—outside, not inside,
counsel; and from the West, not the
East. Tom has done a great job with the
Forum both as its membership chair
and, more recently, as the point person
for our diversity initiative.
I am confident the next two years
will be as informative to Forum members and as successful for the organization as the last two. I just hope Tom’s
successes won’t end up embarrassing
me by comparison.

